
Soccer 
8 vs 8 

Rules and regulations 

 

The LEC-SPORT COMMITTEE here by adopted the following rules and regulations 

To apply to this  sport tournament. 

 

1. 8 vs 8   15 minute each half.  Unlimited substitution. 

2. Team roster- up to 15 players on each team. All players must be listed on 

the registration form to be illegible to play in the tournament. NO NAME 

NO PLAY. 

3. FIELDS- half field with modified line and 5 yd line in-front of the goal post. 

4. GOAL POST- 2 feet height by 8 feet wide with net. 

5. All FIFA rules applied- except: no off side. No goal keeper. Any player can 

defend the goal with their feet only(no hand allowed). 

6. FOULS and MISCONDUCTS= no intentional kicking, pushing, pulling, 

holding, tripping, jumping at or attempt to hurt another player(s). 

7. Free kick= no blocking on opposite field. Players can only wall block on their 

side of the field. Wall block= 3-yd applied with only 2 players. 

8. Intentional hand ball inside the 5-yd line= penalty  

9. Penalty kick at 7-yd line against the goal defender (no hand allowed). Goal 

defender can move along the goal line but cannot move forward of the goal 

line. 

 



10. YELLOW CARD and RED card:  

 

a.  one yellow card = Warning 

b. Two yellow card =  Red card –result in sent off with no substitution 

and suspend for one game.(next game) 

c. Straight Red card= Ejected from the game no substitution and 

suspended for the next game.  

11.  FIGHTING: Any player who kick, punch, strike to harm another player(s) or 

the REFEREE will be terminated from the tournament. Any two or more 

players involve in fighting, both teams will be terminated from the 

tournament and suspended for up to 3 years.  

12.  DRAW (tie game): Penalty shootout. 5 v 5 ( best of 5 win). Still draw= goal 

defender against goal defender(sudden death) until one win. 

13. SUBSTITUTION: Unlimited. Must notify the REFEREE before sub. 

14.  REFEREE: have full authority, set forth by the sport committee, to make call 

and make decision on all infringements = suspend, eject, terminate, any 

player(s) or team(s). Final decision will be the responsibility of the sport 

committee. 

15.  NO ARGUMENT WITH THE REFEREE – only the team captain can converse 

with the referee. 

16.  Teams must have uniforms. 

 

Note: All coaches, managers, players must abide all RULES and REGULATIONS. 


